Racing Rules of Sailing

The Call Book for Team Racing – Align Formats

A submission from the Chairman of Racing Rules Committee

Purpose or Objective

Align the format of the two call books.

Proposal

This submission assumes that submission 127-12 about restructuring The Call Book for Match Racing is approved.

Change boat names throughout the call book so that the white team consists of boats X, Y, Z and the shaded teams of boats A, B, C.

Current Position

Boat names throughout the call book are now shaded team consists of boats X, Y, Z and the white teams of boats A, B, C.

Reason

Several calls are similar in the two call books. In the MR call book the white boats are named Yellow and the shaded boats are named Blue. This is natural for MR as Yellow and Blue are the two official identification colours of the boats. Currently, the boat names in the two books are opposite of each other. By changing the names for the teams in the TR call book, similar calls will have the same boat names in the diagrams and in the text and this will make confusion less likely.